From optimizing operations
to enhancing the rider
experience – putting you

in control

Total Fare Management Solutions

Answering to a new paradigm
in public transit systems
Public transit systems are under growing pressure to do more
with less—to deliver a smoother and faster rider experience despite
ever tightening budgets, population growth, and demanding mobility,
environmental, and energy expectations. To address these issues,
transit operators must expand their service area, increase service
frequency, and improve efficiency.
The needs of transit agencies
are evolving
Today’s challenging environment is
driving transit agencies to move beyond
their existing fare management system.
They require a system that provides
timely, accurate data to improve transit
planning, service quality, and access to
customer information: a system that
can help reduce total cost of ownership
while providing the flexibility to easily
upgrade with the latest technological
developments.

So are the needs of transit riders
Keeping up with rider expectations is
also top of mind with transit agencies.
Tech-savvy riders want seamless travel
with real-time information updates,
instant account access, multi-channel
customer service, trip planning, and the
freedom to choose how they pay their
fares—mobile app, cash, bank card,
pre-paid ticket, or other means. With the
prevalence of social media, agencies that
fail to meet rider expectations can feel
the consequences instantly.

I N T R O D U C I N G G E N FA R E L I N K :

Integrating hardware
& software for complete
control Genfare Link is a comprehensive digital fare

management platform—a suite of fully integrated,
hardware and software solutions that can manage all
aspects of fare collection and customer service for
multiple transit authorities and modes of transport.
This single-source resource lets you harness nextgeneration technology to keep your agency on the
cutting edge.
Smart solutions put you in the driver’s seat
Genfare Link allows transit authorities to manage revenue faster,
more securely, and more accurately. It also facilitates customer
service and enables you to accept virtually any fare payment
media. By providing the agility that is required to best serve the
riders, Genfare Link delivers a better consumer experience and
greater flexibility to evolve with the latest innovations.

Vertical integration, easy implementation
Genfare Link is vertically integrated so that every aspect of
the transit process—from component compatibility to multipayment options to actionable data intelligence—is streamlined
and easily tracked. This ensures complete control of the fare
management solution and a smoother implementation process.

Scalable to any sized fleet
Whether you have 1 bus or 5000, manage only buses, or are
responsible for a combined fleet (including rail or paratransit
vehicles), Genfare Link is scalable and configurable to your fare
collection needs.

Transforming all your data
on fare payment, collection, and revenue
into actionable intelligence

A suite of robust services at
			your fingertips

Transit Administrator:
Powerful reporting empowers
smarter planning and decision-making
Rider Interactions:
Engagement with
fare media, fare
issuance, and
collections

Fare: a module that an agency can
use to set up and manage products,
channels, fares and any required system
configuration. It also lets them define and
activate new fare products.
Real-Time Data:
Custom reports
on rider activity
and system status
create opportunities
for growth

Transit Riders:
Riders get the
connectivity and
system awareness
that they demand

Admin: a module that allows the transit
agency to govern which actions are
permitted by the users, and provides
visibility over all organizations, user
accounts, and user roles within the
Genfare Link system.

System Improvements:
Greater accuracy and
intelligence achieved
through real-time data and
system-wide integration

Genfare Link’s complete fare management ecosystem delivers the insights
and intelligence you need to make an impact on transit operations. It can
be configured to meet your specific requirements and budget priorities
today and can be expanded to meet future needs.

Asset: a module that provides the
transit agency with the tools to manage
field devices and equipment such
as a fare card scanner, POS devices,
and fareboxes.
Real Time: a module that provides
the agency with the ability to manage
incoming system events and assign
appropriate error levels to event types
based on severity.
Report: a module that provides
administrators and business personnel
with the business intelligence needed to
verify and maintain operations, review and
audit fare collection performance, and
provide information about a wide variety
of system components and functions.

Customer Care: a module that provides
customer service information including
managing customer and fare card
information, functionality for businesses
and organizations, and order fulfillment.
Inventory: a module that provides an
agency with the ability to manage and
oversee fare card inventory at different
locations and provide mechanisms to
handle inventory transfers.
Invoice: a module that provides the
agency with mechanisms to export
sales data from the Genfare Link system
including order/purchase transactions in
eFare, Customer Care, Mobile Ticketing,
APOS and RPOS.
Card Check: a module for agency users
that gives them the ability to read, code,
and modify Smart Cards for testing,
troubleshooting, and training purposes.
eFare: the primary web portal for use by
riders. It provides a comprehensive list of
services to enable riders to purchase fares
and manage their accounts.
Mobile Ticketing: a mobile app that allows
riders to purchase fares and board using
their mobile phones.

Making life easier

Making life easier

for transit agencies

for riders

Stay on top of fares and fleets

Multiple payment options make boarding a breeze

Genfare Link lets transit agencies more easily “measure,
maintain, and manage” their fare collection and fleet.
Genfare Link can account for all possible components of a
commuter’s transaction—everything from buying a ticket,
adding fare to that ticket, replacing a lost card and checking
the balance on the card. It also provides a direct link from
the fleet to the reporting structure, making total fleet
management easier than ever.

From mobile ticketing apps to more traditional coins, cash, and credit,
Genfare Link’s multi-payment enablement platform is tailored to satisfy
the needs of your increasingly diverse ridership.

Peace of mind for managers, IT, and maintenance
Genfare Link benefits everyone on the transit agency team.
Our real-time reporting lets managers anticipate maintenance
to minimize wait time for riders. Reliable software keeps mobile
ticketing and mobile apps running smoothly for your IT team.
And, as a vertically integrated hardware/software solution,
Genfare Link enables maintenance crews to easily install and
maintain the farebox side of the business.

Our suite of forward-looking solutions enables you to improve
transit agency operations, enhance fare collection and
management while ensuring greater rider satisfaction.

Tools to Take Control
Robust
analytics:

Smooth integration
of all system
components leads
to a reduced risk
of hiccups in the
implementation
process

Standard reports
on key metrics plus
the ability to create
ad hoc reports keep
you up to speed on
fare collection and
provide data-rich
insights

Unparalleled convenience
Genfare Link embeds improved methods to purchase fare media—both at home
and on the go:

•
•

eFare is an online rider portal where commuters can purchase media
Mobile Ticketing is a mobile app that allows riders to purchase fares and board
using their mobile phones

Minimizing wait-time and optimizing scheduling

Everything you need, all from one source

Component
compatibility:

In the Age of Smart Phones and Smart Cards, transit systems need the latest payment
options to ensure hyper-connected riders get on-board with the least amount of hassle,
in the least amount of time. Genfare Link is also compatible with vending machines and
retail point-of-sale machines at convenient locations to reduce transit center traffic and
increase boarding speed.

The last thing busy commuters want is to wait around for a bus or train to arrive.
To minimize delays, our Mobile Ticketing feature allows the agency to push real-time
status updates once the agency identifies hold-ups in the system. That way, vehicles
can be re-routed and schedules can be modified. It’s just one more way Genfare Link
makes getting from Point A to Point B a more satisfying experience.

Plan, Pay, and Board
Real-time
monitoring of
fleet and fares:
Gives you alerts on
which buses need to
be serviced as well
as ridership data on
each route

Real-time
system updates:
Streamlines
operations and cuts
down on manpower
by eliminating the
need to deploy a
maintenance team

Mobile Ticketing makes the rider’s next transit experience as easy as 1, 2, 3:

1

Plan. Commuters can plan their trip through our real-time mobile app.

2

Pay. They can select and pay for tickets anytime, anywhere via a mobile
phone or over the Web.

3

Board. By using a mobile barcode or scanning their printed ticket to board,
commuters are good to go!

Intelligent Fare Management for Tomorrow’s Smart Cities

Total Fare Management Solutions

Take Control

Here’s your link to complete fare management control:
www.genfare.com/genfare-link
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